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Rincon Rad Kit Installation 

 

To remove the radiator on the Rincon, pretty much the entire front set of plastics must be 

removed. The front rack CAN be removed with the rack remaining attached to the rack. 

 

- Once the plastics are removed, you can remove the radiator hoses from the rad and let them 

drain into a drain pan for proper disposal. 

 

- Remove the radiator from the ATV but leave the oil cooler in place. It is necessary to unbolt 

the oil cooler from the radiator but it will be secured in place with the supplied oil cooler 

brackets seen below. 

 
- You can now bolt the oil cooler into position with the new brackets and hardware supplied as 

pictured below. 
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- The front plastics and rack can now be put back onto the ATV. 

 

- You can now assemble your rad bracket and position it on the front rack, the kit in these 

instructions is a "custom cut design" and likely will not look like your kit. 

 

- It is a very good idea to clean your rad while it is out of the machine before you put it into the new 

bracket, for this I suggest you remove the fan from the radiator so you can get every part of the rad 

clean and free from any clogs it might have. 

 

 



 

To prevent cutting holes for the new hoses I decided to run the hoses through the front opening as 

pictured below. 

 

 
 

- The overflow bottle on this one is a bit of a PITA so I attached it to the inner side of the bracket 

with a couple zip ties, it keeps it mostly out of site and is still functional like this. Some people zip tie 

it under the plastics near the stock location for a cleaner look 

 

 
 

- After installation is complete, you can fill your rad. You may be required to "burb" the system to 

free it of any air bubbles that can disrupt the flow of coolant. 


